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ASUS ROG BP4701 Gaming 43.2 cm (17") Backpack Black

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90XB06S0-BBP010

Product name : ROG BP4701 Gaming

- Holographic bold cybertext printing, plus high-visibility reflective logo
- Roll up Design to fit up to 43.18cm(17 inch) laptop Well-organized your gears from top zipper closure
and exterior pockets
- High- Quality Fabric withstands daily wear & tear
ROG BP4701 Gaming Backpack could well organized your gears and fit up to 43.18cm(17 inch) laptop.
Holographic bold cyber-text appearance plus high visibility reflective logo to stand out from crowed.
ASUS ROG BP4701 Gaming. Case type: Backpack, Maximum screen size: 43.2 cm (17"), Number of front
pockets: 1, Carrying handle(s). Weight: 630 g

Features

Maximum screen size * 43.2 cm (17")
Case type * Backpack
Material * Polyester
Product main colour * Black
Brand compatibility * Universal
Front pocket
Exterior pockets Side pocket
Number of front pockets 1
Carrying handle(s)
Closure type Zipper

Features

Quantity 1

Weight & dimensions

Width 305 mm
Depth 135 mm
Height 460 mm
Weight 630 g
Notebook compartment dimensions
(W x D x H) 395 x 283 x 28 mm

Packaging content

Packaging content Backpack Warranty Booklet(
different by PN) Drier
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